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INT. INDIVIDUAL CHAIRS

Under a voiceover by WERNER Herzog, CHRIS and ADAM 
enter the stage and sit in their respective chairs on 
each side of the stage.

WERNER (V.O.)
25 years ago, in the early hours of January 13, 2018 an error 
was made in the state of Hawaii. This is the story of how a 
routine shift change served to give birth to an entire 
generation.  

House Right lights go down isolating ADAM on stage 
right.

ADAM
My name is Adam, and I am a Missile Baby. If it wasn’t for 
the Hawaiian missile crisis, I wouldn’t be here.

House Left lights go down and House Right go up 
isolating CHRIS.

CHRIS
My name is Chris, and I am a missile baby... I was born in 
October of 2018. You do the math...

House lights full. As CHRIS and ADAM get up and 
acknowledge each other in the middle of the stage.

WERNER (V.O.)
More impressive than an entire generation being able to trace 
their origin to one event, is the fact that these Missile 
Babies have polar opposite perspectives on how the label 
affects their lives.

ADAM sees CHRIS and waves enthusiastically.

ADAM
Good morning!

CHRIS
Is it?

Both continue their cross on stage and sit in the 
chair they were opposite from.

WERNER (V.O.)
Reports would later find that the point of origin coincided 
with two spikes in traffic to the popular website PornHub. 
The first spike in traffic correlates to the exact time the 
initial, false message was received by the residents of 
Hawaii. Shortly there after, a second spike would follow that 
can now be attributed to learning that the message was a 
mistake.
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House Right lights go down and House Left go up 
isolating CHRIS.

CHRIS
I'm a first spike baby. And what that means is that my 
parents were so scared and afraid that their first thought 
when they got the alert message was...”We need to find porn.”

House Left lights go down and House Right lights go 
up isolating ADAM.

ADAM
I'm a proud second wave baby. And that means my parents were 
so filled with relief and joy and appreciation for life that 
they conceived me.

House lights go full as ADAM and CHRIS remain in 
their chairs.

WERNER (V.O.)
Every January 13th a parade known as the Missile Baby March 
commemorates the event that spawned their generation.

ADAM and CHRIS stand up from their chairs.

ADAM
When I walk down that street and see all of the smiling 
faces, it’s hard not to get emotional. I mean, here are all 
of these people and they’re just happy we exist!

CHRIS
Every year on this day I can’t go home. You know how my 
parents celebrate this day? They watch the same porn they 
were watching all those years ago and have loud sex...

ADAM and CHRIS begin marching towards each other.

WERNER (V.O.)
But not all participants are as positive in nature.

ADAM marches at attention saluting while CHRIS stomps 
through shouting in protest.

CHRIS
YOUR FALSE ALARM, IT DID US HARM! YOUR FALSE ALARM, IT DID US 
HARM!

ADAM
We have a permit! It's OK, we have a permit to be here, it's 
fine! The PornHub float is coming up!

CHRIS
BORN FROM FEAR, WE SHOULDN'T BE HERE!
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ADAM
No really, I can see it from here. It's got acrobats on it!

ADAM and CHRIS continue their cross back to the 
opposite sides of the stage - where they started 
from.

WERNER (V.O.)
Soon after the incident, many phenomena occurred. A trend of 
purposeful population increases began to follow each and 
every global disaster leading to unforeseen obstacles for 
this young generation to face.

Lights isolate ADAM on Stage Right.

ADAM
We were the first boom. The originals. We didn't need 
anything like a mudslide in California or a hurricane. No one 
had to die with our boom.

Lights switch to isolate CHRIS Stage Left.

CHRIS
Before all of this, a "California Mudslide" used to yield 
something completely different at PornHub. I just hate that 
governments are capitalizing on "natural disaster porn" to 
bring a jump in their population. Look, it's not easy, I mean 
one earthquake in Peru or the Astros winning the World 
Series, and boom, I'm part of an overcrowded job market that 
can't find decent work.

Lights switch to isolate Adam.

ADAM
I am honored that every one of us is a reminder of how 
something good can come from something terrifying. So, no, I 
don't think of the overcrowding as a negative as long as we 
all find a way to give back.

Lights switch to isolate CHRIS.

CHRIS
Yeah, I'm frustrated, but I'm not complaining about all the 
stress. I am complaining because I can't watch porn without 
thinking about my parents.

ADAM and CHRIS meet each other in the middle of the 
stage.

WERNER (V.O.)
When President Trump awarded the Federal Environmental Data 
contract to PornHub it became the dominant top in the 
industry. To discuss the effects of that decision, we 
arranged for our two Missile Babies to meet.
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ADAM and CHRIS are seated closer together in the 
middle of the stage.

CHRIS
Look, I'm not saying your job isn't important. I am saying 
that I had a great job as search engine doodle creator before 
I was laid-off.

ADAM
Hey, it's not my fault that PornHub bought out Google. We 
didn’t ask to become the world leader in Predicting Disaster 
Based Population Trends. But...

CHRIS
And I never asked for the recurring nightmare of my parents' 
grunting and ball slapping sex. Now I can only get off by 
watching tennis.

ADAM and CHRIS continue their debate in pantomime.

WERNER (V.O.)
And in the blink of an eye, no one cared to search for Dirty 
Sanchez, rusty trombones, or interracial bukkake. Instead, a 
healthy interest in global issues took their place. Some 
think for the best, and some for the worst. The hand of God 
or the finger of an idiot? You be the judge.

CHRIS
One guy can't follow shift change procedure correctly and, 
boom! There's an additional 3 million people added to the 
world. This is why I don't believe in God, but I definitely 
believe in hell.

(beat)
Did I mention I can't enjoy porn? We're all mistakes. All of 
us.

ADAM
I don't get it. Being a Missile Baby is a gift from God. I'm 
here because of divine intervention.

CHRIS
You're here because of porn!

BLACKOUT


